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Abstract  
 
 This code is well suited for high speed local area networks and similar data links where 
the information format consists of packets variable in length from a few to several hundred 8-
bit bytes. This code translates each source byte into a constrained 10-bit binary sequence which 
has excellent performance parameters (run length=5, maximum digital sum variation=6, 
maximum burst length=5). This is implemented in PSoC by portioning the coder into 5B/6B 
and 3B/4B subordinate coders. 
 
 The project also has enabled UART data from the M8C CPU to be broadcast after the 
8B/10B coding as Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) Packets using a 
EAD Controller. Currently an independent EAD Controller (Sparr Electronics) is used. 
However, the PSoC possesses capabilities to be itself programmed as an Ethernet Adaptor 
Controller.  This capability is yet unexplored. 
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2. Introduction 
 
 

Ethernet Applications for a Microprocessor has tremendous implication for 

internetworking devices. Though a vast multitude of such devices exist today, there are 

currently no known applications for Ethernet using Cypress’ Programmable System on Chip. 

Whereas some critics point to the lack of speed of the M8C CPU on the PSoC to successfully 

deploy IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Standard, this project has been successfully able to deploy a 9 bit 

transmission code using the UART (Tx and Rx) module in both duplex and half duplex modes.  

 

Further, by using a Ethernet Controller, the UART data was also observed using 

Ethereal Packet Capture utilities. Therefore, despite speed limitations, we might still be able 

send Ethernet Packets though the effective transmission rate is limited to Micorcontroller 

processing speed.  

 

The ideal result for this project was implementation of a DC balanced (no residual DC 

due to continuous pull ups and pull downs) transmission code. However, it was later explored 

that such an implementation would be impossible because of PSoC’s speed limitations. It was 

also learnt that Engineers at Cypress are also aiming to deploy onboard native Ethernet Support 

in the next generation of PSoC Chips.  

 

This project aims to improve data transmission efficiency and bring about DC balance 

by sending 10 bits for every 8 bits to be transmitted. This is based on the results of Widmer and 

Franaszek (paper attached in Appendix). Their theoretical results are to be tested using a real 

world application. When their original paper was published, the Ethernet standard had not been 

developed and deployed. It is therefore important to explore the relevancy of their results for 

applications today.  
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3. OSI Application Layer Model  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 OSI – Open System Interconnection 
 Follows a Layered Approach 
 Allows better interoperability between software and hardware 
 Allows design of elaborate but highly reliable protocol stacks 
 Protocol stacks can be implemented either in hardware or software, or a mixture of both 

 
This project essentially operates at the Transport Layer of the OSI Stack. We are trying to 
enhance the functionality of Transmission Control Protocol/ User Datagram Protocol as 
defined in Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) Standard 
 
The Transport Layer 

 Provides transparent transfer of data between end users  
 Controls reliability of a given link  
 Some protocols are state full and connection oriented (cookies) 
 Example – TCP , UDP 

 
Further, since we are operating at a hardware level, we might also consider this project to be 
implementing this modification at the Physical layer. That is we are using the PSoC 
Microcontroller itself to generate the 10 bit transmission code based on the logic that has 
already been developed by Widmer and Franaszek in IBM JOURNAL FOR RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT. Volume 27 No. 5 September 1983 
 
The Physical Layer 

 Defines all electrical and physical specifications for connecting devices 
 Major Functions -  

 Establishment & Termination of  Connections 
 Connection Resolution & Flow Control between Communicating Resources 
 Modulation & Conversion between Digital Data 

 Example – Radio, SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) 
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4. Application of ENC28J60 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• This is a single Ethernet Interface Chip which needs a differential power transformer 
and SPI enabled  microcontroller to function.  

• On the differential transmit pins (TPOUT+/TPOUT-), a 1:1 pulse transformer with a 
center tap is required. 

• The transformers should be rated for isolation of 2 kV or more to protect against static 
voltages. 

•  Both portions additionally require two 50Ω, 1% resistors and a 0.01 μF capacitor for 
proper termination. 

• A 2.5V regulator is incorporated internally to generate the necessary voltage. 
• However, a 10 μF capacitor for stability purposes from VCAP to GND 
• All power supply pins must be externally connected to the same 3.3V power source.  
• Similarly, all ground references should be externally connected to the same ground 

node. 
• Each VDD and VSS pin pair should have a 0.1 μF ceramic bypass capacitor placed as 

close to the pins as possible. (Not Shown) 
• Relatively high currents are necessary to operate the twisted pair interface, so all wires 

should be kept as short as possible and reasonable wire widths should be used on power 
wires to reduce resistive loss. 

• The internal analog circuitry in the ENC28J60 requires that an external 2 kΩ, 1% 
resistor be attached from RBIAS to ground. 
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• Level Shifting Using AND Gates (74HCT08 Quad AND) 
• MCU (PSoC) Works at 5V and the Pins of ENC28J60 work at 3.3V 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
• Upon system Reset, the ENC28J60 will detect how the LED is connected and begin 

driving the LED to the default state 
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5. About Ethernet Adaptor (EAD) - Overview 
 

EAD is a Device that converts RS-232 protocol into TCP/IP protocol. It enables remote 

gauging, managing and control of a Serial Device through the network based on Ethernet 

and TCP/IP by connecting to the existing equipment with RS-232 serial interface. In other 

words, EAD is a protocol converter that transmits the data sent by Serial equipment as TCP/IP 

data type and converts back the TCP/IP data received through the network into serial data to 

transmit back to the equipment. EAD also supports UDP Protocol for broadcast kind of 

application. The EAD allows you to network-enable a variety of serial devices that were not 

originally designed to be networked. This capability brings the advantages of remote 

management and data accessibility to thousands of serial devices over the network. 

 

 
 
 
The EAD is the most cost effective Single port Serial-Ethernet communication device. The 

EAD supports RS232 serial communication allowing virtually any asynchronous serial device 

to be accessed over a network. Some models do Support RS 485 and RS422 

as add-on feature. As for the Internet connectivity, the EAD supports open network protocols 

such as TCP/IP allowing Serial Devices to be accessed over broadband network or 

conventional LAN (Local Area Network) environment. 
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The EAD provides the management console using Telnet and Serial console port under the 

password protection support. The EAD was designed to accommodate the unique requirements 

of the Retail POS, Security, Automation and Medical marketplaces. The EAD uses IP protocol 

for network communications. For network connections to the serial port TCP, UDP and Telnet 

protocols are used. 

 

The Ethernet adaptors have what is known as Hardware address or MAC address. It has 

its own addressing scheme based on a unique six-byte address. This is generally called 

Media Access and Control (MAC) address. One example of Ethernet Address is given below: 

00-50-C2-18-E0-00 or 00:50:C2:18:E0:00. 

 

To identify an individual computer/device on the IP network, the device must have a unique IP 

address in a Network. The current version of Internet Protocol uses a four-byte number, 

expressed in dotted decimal notation. Sample IP Address 192.168.0.250  

 

Every TCP connection is established using a destination IP address and a Port number. 

For example Telnet application commonly uses port number 23 of contacted IP number. 

The EAD’s Serial channel (port) can be associated with a specific TCP or UDP Port 

number.  

 
Serial Interface 

The EAD has a 9- pin RS 232 Male Serial connector in the Metal Box (MB) unit or RJ45 

male in Plastic Box Model or with Open Wire / with connectors for PCB Board Level 

product (depending on the model), which can be connected to any Serial device. 

 

 Network Interface 

EAD has one RJ45 Female 10 Base-T Ethernet port that supports up to 10 Mbps speed for 

connection to Local Area Network (LAN) through Hub or Switch. You can also use a 

Cross Cable to connect to PC’s LAN Card directly. 
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Configuration of the EAD adapter 

In order to work as desired the adapter needs to be configured as per the needs and the 

requirements of the application. The configuration requires the setting of various parameters 

related to serial communication like the baud rate etc and also the the various parameters 

related to LAN like the IP address, subnet etc. The adapter may be configured through the 

HyperTerminal or Telnet  
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A standard (IEEE 802.3)  Frame 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Ethernet frames are between 64 and 1518 bytes long. 
• The data payload can vary from 46-1500 bytes. Instead of simply placing data 

bits as such, this project transmits 10 bits for every 8 bits actually meant to 
be transmitted.  
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6. Primary Code Sequence 
 
 
//--------------------------------------------------- 
// C main line 
//---------------------------------------------------- 
/*  
In order to create this application I combined two UARTs so that I wouldn't 
need to have any external wiring. The software for the transmission is 
written 
for UART1 and for the reception for UART2. In reality this would be for the 
same UART. 
*/ 
 
 
#include <m8c.h>        // part specific constants and macros 
#include "PSoCAPI.h"    // PSoC API definitions for all User Modules 
#include "tx8_1.h" 
#include "rx8_1.h" 
 
 
#define NO_OF_CHARS 8 
#define MODULE_ADDRESS 0x5A 
 
unsigned char cPhase; 
//co-operative multitasking variable 
unsigned char cTx1Buffer[NO_OF_CHARS]= 
{MODULE_ADDRESS,0x01,0x02,0x03,0x04,0x05,0x06,0x07}; 
//transmit buffer 
//for thie example, bit 9 is only set for the address byte, which is the 
//first byte of a fixed 8 byte sequence 
unsigned char cRx1Buffer[NO_OF_CHARS]; 
//receive buffer 
/*two buffers are used because receive and transmit  
are in same chip and thus working simultaneously. 
Normally there would only be one working in half duplex and so the  
same buffer could be use for transmit and receive*/ 
unsigned char cTxPnt,cRxPnt; 
//pointers in buffer 
unsigned char cNextParity; 
//even parity calculated for the next byte 
 
 
unsigned char cTxPhase, cRxPhase; 
//state variables for processes 
unsigned char cBit9; 
//decoded bit 9 
unsigned char cPrimed; 
//indicator that bit 9 has been seen and address matched 
unsigned char cFlag; 
//to indicate end of received bloc 
 
void Transmit (void); 
void Receive (void); 
unsigned char ucharTxParity (unsigned char cPbyte); 
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void main() 
{ 
    // Insert your main routine code here. 
 TX8_1_EnableInt(); 
   
  RX8_1_Start(RX8_PARITY_EVEN); 
 RX8_1_EnableInt(); 
  
    
    
  
 M8C_EnableGInt; 
    while (1) 
    {   
     switch (cPhase) 
      { 
       case 0: 
        Transmit(); 
       break; 
      case 1: 
       Receive(); 
       break; 
      default: 
       cPhase=0; 
       break; 
     } 
    } 
} 
 
 
void Transmit (void) 
{//transmit data 
 int i,j; 
 switch (cTxPhase) 
 { 
  case 0: 
   //initiate transmission 
   //remember to disable receiver 
   if(ucharTxParity(cTx1Buffer[0])) 
   {//if parity is one, and this is the byte with 
   //bit 9=1 then we allow even parity  
    TX8_1_Start(TX8_PARITY_EVEN); 
   } 
   else {//if parity is zero, and this is the byte with 
   //bit 9=1 then we allow odd parity to toggle the result 
    TX8_1_Start(TX8_PARITY_ODD); 
 
   } 
    
   //in order to save time and memory prepare for the next 
byte during interrupt 
   cTxPnt=1; 
   //point at next location for the next character 
   //as the current one is going now, before an interrupt 
   if(ucharTxParity(cTx1Buffer[cTxPnt])) 
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   {//if parity is one, and this is the byte with 
   //bit 9=0 then we allow odd parity  
    cNextParity=(TX8_PARITY_ODD); 
   } 
   else {//if parity is zero, and this is the byte with 
   //bit 9=0 then we allow even parity to toggle the result 
    cNextParity=(TX8_PARITY_EVEN); 
 
   } 
   //this will be used in the interrupt 
   //done before actual transmission to guarantee 
   //transmitted character is not complete before the end of 
the calculation 
   TX8_1_SendData(cTx1Buffer[0]); 
   //start the usart 
       
   cTxPhase++; 
   break; 
  case 1: 
  //waiting for end of transmission 
   /*if End of transmission 
       { 
        TX8_1_Start(TX8_PARITY_EVEN); 
        //enable receiver      
       }*/ 
   break; 
  default: 
  //in real life wait at the end of the transmission,switch to 
waiting 
  //for reception 
   break; 
 } 
 cPhase++; 
} 
 
void Receive (void) 
{//receive and process data 
 switch (cRxPhase) 
 { 
  case 0: 
   cFlag=cRxPnt=cPrimed=0; 
   cRxPhase++; 
   break; 
  case 1: 
   //wait for data reception completion 
   if (cFlag) 
   { 
    cRxPhase++; 
   } 
   break; 
  default: 
   //interpret incoming data 
   break; 
 } 
 cPhase++; 
} 
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unsigned char ucharTxParity (unsigned char cPbyte) 
{ 
 unsigned char cI,cJ,cCount; 
 cJ=cPbyte; 
 cCount=0; 
 for (cI=0;cI<8;cI++) 
 {//counting the number of ones in the byte 
  if (cJ & 0x1) 
  { 
   cCount++; 
  } 
  cJ=cJ>>1; 
 } 
 return (cCount & 0x01);  
 //lsb indicates odd or even i.e. the actual parity bit 
} 
 
#pragma interrupt_handler Serial_Rx 
//corresponding ljmp in RX8_1.asm 
void Serial_Rx (void) 
{ 
 unsigned char cI; 
 //as message comes in 
 unsigned char cRxStatus; 
 //the first read clears this, so it maust be maintained. 
  
  
 //cehck for errors 
 cRxStatus=bRX8_1_ReadRxStatus(); 
 if (cRxStatus & (RX8_RX_OVERRUN_ERROR |RX8_RX_FRAMING_ERROR)) 
 { 
  //there is an error here- 
  //first read the byte to clear the register 
  cI=bRX8_1_ReadRxData(); 
  //reset the pointer 
  cRxPnt=0; 
  //restart pointer 
  cPrimed=0; 
  //clear flag indicating correct address 
 } 
 else { 
 //now we use the parity error to determine if bit 9 is set or not 
  cI=bRX8_1_ReadRxData(); 
  if (ucharTxParity(cI)) 
  {//here there is an odd parity expected 
   if (cRxStatus & (RX8_RX_PARITY_ERROR)) 
   {//odd parity exepcted, not seen and triggers an error  
    cBit9=0; 
   } 
   else {//odd parity exepcted, seen and no error seen 
    cBit9=1; 
   } 
  } 
  else { 
  //here there is an even parity expected 
   if (cRxStatus & (RX8_RX_PARITY_ERROR)) 
   {//even parity exepcted, not seen and triggers an error  
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    cBit9=1; 
   } 
   else {//even parity exepcted, seen and no error seen 
    cBit9=0; 
   } 
  } 
 
  if (cBit9) 
  {//if bit 9 set- control word 
   //check if matches address 
   if (cI==MODULE_ADDRESS) 
   { 
    cRx1Buffer[0]=cI; 
    cRxPnt=1; 
    cPrimed=1; 
    //indicate that the address has been seen 
   } 
   else { 
    cPrimed=0; 
    //clear flag to indicate incorrect address 
    cRxPnt=0; 
   } 
  } 
  else { 
   //check if ready to accept data 
   if(cPrimed) 
   { 
    cRx1Buffer[cRxPnt]=cI; 
    cRxPnt++; 
    if (cRxPnt>=NO_OF_CHARS) 
    { 
     cFlag=1; 
     //indicate to background that block has been 
received 
     cPrimed=0; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
} 
 
#pragma interrupt_handler Serial_Tx 
//corresponding ljmp in TX8_1.asm 
 
void Serial_Tx (void) 
{ 
 int i,j; 
 TX8_1_bReadTxStatus(); 
 //clear flag to allow next interrupt 
 if (cTxPnt<NO_OF_CHARS) 
 { 
  TX8_1_Start(cNextParity); 
  if(ucharTxParity(cTx1Buffer[cTxPnt+1])) 
  {//if parity is one, and this is the byte with 
  //bit 9=0 then we allow odd parity  
   cNextParity=(TX8_PARITY_ODD); 
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  } 
  else {//if parity is zero, and this is the byte with 
  //bit 9=0 then we allow even parity to toggle the result 
   cNextParity=(TX8_PARITY_EVEN); 
  } 
   
  //this will be used in the interrupt 
  TX8_1_SendData(cTx1Buffer[cTxPnt]); 
  cTxPnt++; 
 }  
 else {  
  cTxPnt=0; 
 } 
} 
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6. Improvement & Future Work:  

 
1. This project has been able to successfully interface the PSoC to IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Standard using an 

Ethernet Adaptor Module. However the sheer flexibility of the PSoC makes it possible to program the 

PSoC itself as a Ethernet Adaptor. This aspect needs to be explored.  

2. Now that data transmission over Ethernet is possible, related applications can be developed – one example 

is – Mess Management System : Bar code readers can be interfaced to the PSoC. Everytime a successful 

identification is done, based on the time, a entry on the user table (which meal he is eating) can be 

updated. On board RAM on the PSoC will be unsuitable, so additional components may be interfaced. At 

the end of a week/month, the cumulative data can be broadcast to a central server or system for record 

keeping and bill generation.  

 


